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Recent insect genome sequencing initiatives have dramatically

accelerated the accumulation of genomics data resources

sampling species from different lineages to explore the

incredible diversity of insect biology. These efforts have built a

comprehensive catalogue of the insect gene repertoire, which

is expanded with each newly-sequenced genome and

continually refined using knowledge from cross-species

comparisons and new sources of evidence. Since the

sequencing of the very first insect genomes, comparative

analyses have identified shared (homologous) and equivalent

(orthologous) genes, as well as subsets of genes that appear to

be unique. With the number of available insect genomes fast

approaching one hundred, a maturing understanding of the

composition of the insect gene repertoire broadly partitions it

into an expected core of universally-present orthologues and a

diverse array of lineage-specific and species-specific genes.

While homology and orthology help to build evolutionarily-

informed functional hypotheses for many genes from these

newly-sequenced genomes, experimental interrogations are

required to test such hypotheses and to probe the functions of

genes for which homology offers no clues. Such taxonomically-

restricted genes may represent the current contents of an

evolutionary melting pot, out of which novel adaptations have

emerged to make insects the most successful group of animals

on Earth.
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From flies and moths to bees and beetles:
discovering shared, equivalent, and unique
insect genes
Advances in DNA and RNA sequencing technologies

have dramatically increased the opportunities to explore

the molecular composition of life and begin to relate it to

the fascinating plethora of biological diversity. Insects, as

the most successful group of terrestrial animals, demon-

strate countless evolutionary adaptations that exploit

almost every ecological niche on Earth. This, together

with their generally compact genomes (although genome

sizes do vary considerably e.g. [1]), makes them ideal for

investigating how conservation or divergence and gains

or losses of functional genomic elements give rise to the

observed splendour of insect biology.

The discovery and functional interrogation of such geno-

mic elements has focused on protein-coding genes, un-

doubtedly influenced by molecular biology’s central

dogma from transcription through translation to build

the proteins necessary to sustain cellular life. With an

initial set of 13,601 protein-coding genes, the fruit fly,

Drosophila melanogaster, as a model organism and pioneer

in animal genetics, was the first insect to have its genome

sequenced and annotated [2]. One of the first questions to

be asked of these genes was how they compared to those

of other organisms, that is which genes were shared

(homology), which were equivalent (orthology), and

which appeared to be unique. Comparisons with the only

two other sequenced eukaryotes at the time identified

worm orthologues for about 30% of fly genes and a

conserved core of about 20% with orthologues in both

worm and yeast [3]. Subsequent sequencing of the

genome of the Anopheles gambiae malaria mosquito [4]

created the first opportunity for the comparative analysis

of two insect genomes. Over this relatively much shorter

evolutionary span, pairwise orthology for 55% of fly (and

61% of mosquito) genes could be identified (figure 1A

from [5]), with 6089 single-copy orthologues [5]. These

observations provided some of the first quantifications of

the comparative genomics axiom that there should be

more genes recognisably in common amongst closely-

related organisms than amongst more distantly-related

species.

Over the following few years, insect genome sequencing

projects were driven by agricultural, economic, environ-

mental, or human health rationale and sampled the

major insect orders, for example, the lepidopteran silk

moth, Bombyx mori [6,7], a second fruit fly, Drosophila
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pseudoobscura [8], the hymenopteran honey bee, Apis
mellifera [9,10], a second mosquito, Aedes aegypti [11,12],

and the coleopteran red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum
[13] (Table 1). While the initial honey bee and malaria

mosquito gene sets were both smaller than that of

D. melanogaster, the other new insect genomes were pre-

dicted to encode some 2000–5000 more genes, although

none had as many as the �24,000 genes from human or

mouse. Comparisons with vertebrates provided the first

detailed views of gene repertoire evolution across ani-

mals, from universally maintained orthologues to lineage-

specific and species-specific genes (e.g. figure 5 from [9]

and figure 2 from [13]). Taking advantage of these and five

additional Drosophila genomes, initial large-scale quantita-

tive analyses identified a conserved core of 4632 insect-

universal single-copy orthologues that revealed strikingly

faster rates of molecular evolution and genome shuffling in

insects compared with vertebrates [14]. Such evolutionary
Table 1

Published insect genomes with their total gene counts, genome brow

Publication Species Common name N

2000.03 Drosophila melanogaster Fruit fly 

2002.10 Anopheles gambiae African malaria mosquito 

2004.12 Bombyx mori Domestic silkworm moth 

2005.01 Drosophila pseudoobscura Fruit fly 

2006.10 Apis mellifera Honey bee 

2007.06 Aedes aegypti Yellowfever mosquito 

2007.11 10 Drosophila Fruit flies 1

2008.04 Tribolium castaneum Red flour beetle 

2010.01 Nasonia vitripennis Parasitic jewel wasp 

2010.02 Acyrthosiphon pisum Pea aphid 

2010.07 Pediculus humanus Body louse 

2010.08 Harpegnathos saltator Jerdon’s jumping ant 

2010.08 Camponotus floridanus Florida carpenter ant 

2010.10 Culex quinquefasciatus Southern house mosquito 

2011.02 Atta cephalotes Leafcutter ant 

2011.04 Linepithema humile Argentine ant 

2011.04 Pogonomyrmex barbatus Red harvester ant 

2011.04 Solenopsis invicta Red fire ant 

2011.08 Acromyrmex echinatior Panamanian leafcutter ant 

2011.11 Danaus plexippus Monarch butterfly 

2012.07 Heliconius melpomene Postman butterfly 

2013.02 Plutella xylostella Diamondback moth 

2013.03 Dendroctonus ponderosae Mountain pine beetle 

2013.08 Anopheles darlingi South American malaria

mosquito

2014.04 Glossina morsitans Tsetse fly 

2014.05 Zootermopsis nevadensis Dampwood termite 

2014.07 Chilo suppressalis Striped riceborer moth 1

2014.09 Anopheles stephensi Indo-Pakistan malaria

mosquito

2014.09 Melitaea cinxia Glanville fritillary butterfly 

2014.09 Polypedilum nubifer Chironomid midge 1

2014.09 Polypedilum vanderplanki Sleeping chironomid midge 1

2014.10 Musca domestica House fly 

2014.11 16 Anopheles Mosquitoes 1

y Counts from OrthoDB.
z Mean number of genes.
§ Counts from publication.
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dynamism was even observed at within-genus level, with

the comparative analysis of 12 Drosophila genomes [15]:

a larger set of 6698 fly-universal single-copy orthologues,

but still many lineage-specific and species-specific genes

(figure 2 from [15]), and spanning a greater molecular

evolutionary distance than humans to reptiles (figure 1C

from [16]).

Beyond holometabola: more comprehensive
species sampling and improved gene sets
Both beneficial and harmful impacts on humans contin-

ued to influence the sampling of insect species for ge-

nome sequencing, for example, the parasitoid Nasonia
wasps [19], the pea aphid pest [20], the human body louse

[21], and the Culex mosquito [24] (Table 1). Gene discov-

ery in the first hemimetabolous insect genomes offered

strikingly contrasting views: the hemipteran aphid with

extensive gene duplications and a total of 34,604 genes,
ser websites, and principal references.

umber of genesy Genome browser Reference(s)

13,954 http://flybase.org [2,3]

12,810 http://www.vectorbase.org [4,5]

14,623 http://www.silkdb.org [6,7]

15,864 http://flybase.org [8]

15,314 http://hymenopteragenome.org [9,10,17��]

15,784 http://www.vectorbase.org [11,12]

5,452z http://flybase.org [15,16,18]

16,524 http://agripestbase.org [13]

24,389 http://hymenopteragenome.org [19]

36,195 http://www.aphidbase.com [20]

10,773 http://www.vectorbase.org [21]

18,518 http://hymenopteragenome.org [22,23��]

17,015 http://hymenopteragenome.org [22,23��]

18,955 http://www.vectorbase.org [24]

18,062 http://hymenopteragenome.org [25,23��]

16,048 http://hymenopteragenome.org [26,23��]

17,100 http://hymenopteragenome.org [27,23��]

16,513 http://hymenopteragenome.org [28,23��]

17,277 http://hymenopteragenome.org [29,23��]

16,254 http://monarchbase.umassmed.edu [30]

12,669 http://www.butterflygenome.org [31]

18,073 http://iae.fafu.edu.cn/DBM [32]

13,088 http://metazoa.ensembl.org [33]

10,457 http://www.vectorbase.org [34]

12,308 http://www.vectorbase.org [35]

15,860 http://termitegenome.org [36]

0,221§ http://ento.njau.edu.cn/ChiloDB [37]

11,789 http://www.vectorbase.org [38]

16,667 http://metazoa.ensembl.org [39]

6,553§ http://bertone.nises-f.affrc.go.jp/

midgebase

[40]

7,137§ http://bertone.nises-f.affrc.go.jp/

midgebase

[40]

23,884 http://www.vectorbase.org [41]

3,377z http://www.vectorbase.org [42,43��]
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Figure 1
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The growing numbers of available insect gene sets show variable total

gene counts and completeness. (a) The number of insect species with

sequenced genomes and annotated gene sets included in OrthoDB,

the hierarchical catalogue of orthologues, has more than quadrupled

over the last decade. Diptera remains the most well-represented

insect order, but current and future genome projects, such as those

selected for the i5K initiative, aim to improve sampling across

arthropods and will lead to the generation of many more insect

genomics resources. (b) Most insect genomes sequenced to date

encode between about 13,000 and 16,500 protein-coding genes, with

notable exceptions including the body louse, Pediculus humanus, with

10,773 genes and the pea aphid, Acyrthosiphon pisum, with 36,195

www.sciencedirect.com 
many of which appeared to be species-specific; and the

phthirapteran louse, with a compact but remarkably com-

plete set of 10,773 genes (figure 3 from [20] and figure

1 from [21]). More recent and ongoing genome projects

have focused on harnessing the power of multi-species

comparisons, for example, the 16 Anopheles mosquito

genomes [42,43��], as well as exploring different ques-

tions, such as gene flow amongst closely-related members

of a species complex [44], or the evolution of sociality in

ants [22,23��,25–29], and termites [36]; or of migration

[30], mimicry [31], and holocentric chromosomes [39] in

butterflies. Species sampling has also been expanded

through large transcriptome projects such as 1KITE

(1000 Insect Transcriptome Evolution) to detail the

timings and patterns of insect evolution through phylo-

genomics [46]. As part of the i5K [47,48�] and other insect

genome sequencing initiatives (see ‘Best practices in insect
genome sequencing from 30 insect genomes’ in this issue), the

sampling of species from different lineages continues to

improve, exploring the incredible diversity of insect

biology and building a more comprehensive catalogue

of the insect gene repertoire.

For each newly-sequenced insect genome, an official set

of predicted protein-coding genes and associated func-

tional annotations is generated. This process of automat-

ed genome annotation must balance different sources of

evidence such as ab initio gene predictions and align-

ments of homologues from other insects or RNAseq

transcripts from experimental samples (for further details

see ‘Towards automated gene annotation’ in this issue).

D. melanogaster and FlyBase (http://flybase.org) have pio-

neered the model by which the genome sequence itself

provides a logical framework for building a comprehen-

sive biological knowledgebase. Importantly, this includes

the collation of additional gene functional annotations, as

well as editing of the gene models themselves to improve

the completeness and accuracy of the gene set as new

evidence becomes available. Comparisons with multiple,

closely-related species provide a rich source of such

evidence, as demonstrated by sequence signature analy-

ses of 12 Drosophila genomes to accurately define

encoded functional elements, thereby improving pro-

tein-coding gene predictions, as well as discovering novel

genes [16,18]. The re-annotation of the honey bee ge-

nome [17��] also used evidence from closely-related
genes. The boxplot shows the median (15,013) of 80 insect gene sets

with the first (13,078) and third quartiles (16,612) of the distribution,

and dashed lines extending to 1.5 times the inter-quartile range.

Assessing annotations using arthropod Benchmarking Universal

Single-Copy Orthologues (BUSCOs) reveals variations in gene set

completeness, influenced by the quality of the assembled genome

(e.g. contiguity) and the applied annotation approaches (e.g. ab initio

and/or homology-based methods, combiners, and supporting data like

transcriptomes). Comparing gene set size to gene set completeness

reveals that small gene sets are not necessarily incomplete and larger

gene sets are not necessarily more complete.

Current Opinion in Insect Science 2015, 7:15–23
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Figure 2
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Insect gene homology landscapes. (a) Partitioning insect gene sets by their traceable orthology and homology reveals a spectrum of

conservation from widespread orthologues found across the major insect clades to species-specific genes with no recognisable homologues.

Insect orthology data from OrthoDB, for representative species and averaged across each clade, delineates genes with widespread (present in

all five clades), limited (present in two, three, or four clades), and lineage-specific (present in only one clade) orthologues, found in the majority

(>50%) or the minority (<50%) of species in each clade, and species-specific genes with (e-value < 1e � 3) and without homologues. The

subsets of genes with widespread orthologues have the highest proportions of genes with Gene Ontology and/or InterPro domain annotations
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species, and combined this with multiple gene-prediction

strategies, as well as RNAseq transcriptome and mass

spectrometry peptide support, to add about 5000 more

protein-coding genes to the initial gene set of only 10,157

genes [10]. The catalogued insect gene repertoire is thus

not only expanded with each newly-sequenced genome,

but is also continually refined using knowledge from

cross-species comparisons and new sources of evidence.

Access to insect gene sets and their associated functional

annotations and supporting evidence is provided through

online genome browsers at research-community-focused

resources such as AgripestBase, FlyBase, Hymenoptera

Genome Database, and VectorBase (Table 1). For addi-

tional clues about gene function through homology infer-

ences, or evidence supporting improvements to predicted

gene models, researchers often turn to interspecies com-

parisons provided by dedicated orthology resources (e.g.

members of the ‘Quest for Orthologs’ consortium [49]).

Having quadrupled over the last decade to a current total

of 80 insect species (Figure 1a), the OrthoDB hierarchical

catalogue of orthologues (http://www.orthodb.org) pro-

vides the most comprehensive orthology catalogue of

the insect gene repertoire [50�,51–53]. The database of

orthologues facilitates flexible user queries with available

gene identifiers and protein descriptors, Gene Ontology

and InterPro attributes, as well as gene copy-number

profiles or sequence homology searches. With a total of

1,248,883 genes from 80 insects, counts per species

range from 10,110 to 36,195 with a median of 15,013

genes (Figure 1b, boxplot). Some variation stems from

variable amounts of supporting data, or whether any

closely-related species were sequenced, as well as from

variable annotation strategies. For example, the unusually

large initial gene set of the pea aphid comprised a core of

only 10,249 ‘high-quality’ gene models with transcript

and/or protein homology support, and a further 24,355

predictions that included unsupported ab initio models

and likely partial gene models [20].

While different approaches to gene discovery will influ-

ence total predicted gene counts, the unique biology of

each organism and the evolutionary pressures shaping

genomic architectures offer more interesting insights into

gene repertoire variations. For example, the relatively

small gene set of the body louse might have been

explained by reductive evolution common in obligate

parasites. However, representative hymenopteran and

coleopteran species share more orthologues with the body

louse than they do with D. melanogaster, suggesting a

remarkably complete body louse gene repertoire that is

small due to fewer gene duplications rather than many
( Figure 2 Legend Continued ) (pie charts from left to right: widespread, li

Drosophila melanogaster gene set by orthologous group universality and d

as single-copy orthologues across all 80 insects or specific to the 12 droso

universality, from widespread to specific or sparse species representation;

orthologue counts.

www.sciencedirect.com 
losses (figures 1 and S4.E from [21]). With respect to

genomic architectures, higher total gene counts in culi-

cine compared to anopheline mosquitoes may be linked

to gene duplications driven by the much more abundant

transposable elements in culicine genomes [11,24]. Even

without quite as many duplications as the culicines, gene

turnover analysis across multiple anopheline genomes

revealed much faster rates of gene gain and loss compared

to fruit flies [43��].

Total gene counts can therefore be influenced by both

annotation strategies and genome biology, making it

difficult to judge the completeness of any new insect

gene set given only the total number of genes. Quantifi-

cation of completeness is especially important given

how ‘next-generation’ sequencing technologies usually

generate short read-lengths that are difficult to assemble

into long, contiguous sequences, which in turn hinders

accurate gene annotation. One indication of complete-

ness would be to quantify the proportions of multiple

tissue and life-stage transcriptomes that map back to

the assembled genome, but this would require further

sample collections and sequencing, and is not easily

comparable amongst different species. An alternative

approach would be to let evolution guide the selection

of sets of ‘expected’ genes by identifying orthologues

conserved in genomes of the majority of already-

sequenced species. OrthoDB defines such sets of ‘Bench-

marking Universal Single-Copy Orthologues’ (BUSCOs)

[51��,54] by selecting representative genes from ortholo-

gous groups with single-copy orthologues in at least 90%

of species. As these genes are near-universally present as

single-copy orthologues across each lineage, they are

expected to be found (as single-copy genes) in any

newly-sequenced genome of a species from within the

lineage. Assessing the completeness of a subset of pub-

lished insect gene sets using arthropod BUSCOs reveals

that most are of high quality, each showing more than

95% recovery of 2753 BUSCOs, and shows that larger

gene sets are not necessarily more complete, and that

smaller gene sets are not necessarily incomplete

(Figure 1b). Such comparative analyses will help to improve

the annotations of the conserved core of universal insect

orthologues, while further transcriptome sequencing will

be required to support and refine lineage-specific or

species-specific gene annotations, as well to discover

new genes.

The evolutionary histories of 1.25 million
insect genes
Speciations, followed by genomic evolutionary events

including gene duplications and losses and gene sequence
mited, lineage-specific, species-specific). (b) Dissecting the

uplicability highlights how the largest fractions of genes are preserved

philids. Orthologous groups with 80 insect species from OrthoDB:

 duplicability, from mostly single-copy to mostly multi-copy

Current Opinion in Insect Science 2015, 7:15–23
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mutations, have led to the diversity of genes found in

extant species. The common ancestries — or homolo-

gies — of such genes are recognized by assessing the

statistical significance of the similarities of their aligned

sequences. For any given set of species, these homologies

define groups of orthologues comprising all surviving des-

cendants of a gene from their last common ancestor. With

each newly-sequenced insect genome, orthology delinea-

tion contextualizes its gene set by defining evolutionary

relationships with genes from other species; with relatively

closely-related insects (e.g. figure 1C from [24] and figure

2B from [38]), or more widely across and beyond insects

(e.g. figure 3 from [19] and figure 2 from [28]). This

effectively partitions insect gene sets according to their

evolutionary histories, from taxonomically-widespread

orthologues, to those with traceable orthologues from only

closely-related species, or species-specific genes with no

recognizable homologues.

With almost 1.25 million genes across four major insect

orders and several outgroup insect species, OrthoDB

orthology delineation identifies a conserved core of

6000–8000 genes per species that are found in the major-

ity of organisms sampled from each clade (Figure 2a,

‘Widespread, majority’). Although still widespread, a

smaller fraction of the insect gene repertoire comprises

1000–2000 genes per species where orthologues have not

been maintained in the majority of organisms from all

clades (Figure 2a, ‘Widespread, minority’), highlighting

how gene losses can play a substantial role in shaping

insect gene repertoires (e.g. see [55]). A further 2000–
3000 genes per species have orthologues in organisms

from at least one other major clade, but are not found in

all clades (Figure 2a, ‘Limited’), suggesting ancient gene

gains or losses during the radiations of the major insect

orders.

Amongst the remaining, taxonomically-restricted genes

(TRGs), some have identifiable orthologues only with

species from the same order or even only with the most

closely-related species, while others show no clear orthol-

ogy and appear as species-specific genes, sometimes

called ‘orphans’ (Figure 2a). These fractions may vary

widely as they are influenced both by the evolutionary

breadth of the examined lineage, as well as by the density

of species sampled within the lineage (see box 2 from

[56]). The origins of such genes are often difficult to

ascertain; some, with homology to conserved, widespread

genes, may have resulted from gene duplications fol-

lowed by rapid divergence, while those without homology

may have diverged beyond recognition, or have emerged

de novo. Studies in Drosophila indicate that many orphan

genes are apparently very short-lived [57], nevertheless,

maintained TRGs likely survive due to acquired func-

tions and may be important for the evolution of lineage-

specific novelties [56]. This is exemplified by a large

family of TRGs from the hessian fly, Mayetiola destructor,
Current Opinion in Insect Science 2015, 7:15–23 
where functional genomics data provided evidence

for the involvement of these genes in modulating in-

sect–plant interactions in an evolutionary arms race that

determines successful feeding by M. destructor larvae or

successful resistance of their wheat plant hosts [58��].
Comparative analysis of ant genomes revealed an

abundance of TRGs that may be linked to eusocial

adaptations, and comprehensive genome re-annotations

identified almost 30,000 of these genes across the seven

examined ant species, about 40% of which appeared to

be species-specific orphans [23��]. The rate of TRG

emergence in Hymenoptera was about twice as fast as

in Diptera and may be due to differences in the rate of

gene loss rather than gene gain [23��]. Thus, although the

biological roles of such TRGs often remain completely

unknown, it seems likely that they represent an evolu-

tionary melting pot out of which novel lineage-specific

and species-specific adaptations may emerge.

The paucity of TRG functional annotations compared

with those of widespread orthologues is highlighted by

splitting each subset of evolutionarily-partitioned genes

into those with and without Gene Ontology terms or

InterPro domains (Figure 2a, pie charts). About 90% or

more of widespread orthologues exhibit some clues about

gene function, but the proportion of genes with such

annotations declines to less than a quarter when exam-

ining species-specific genes. Orthology is thus a useful

starting point for inferring functions of genes from

newly- sequenced organisms, although there remain

subsets of genes for which no confident orthology-based

functional inferences can be made. This highlights

another important axiom of comparative genomics: al-

though orthology is not defined by gene function, infer-

ences of common functions of orthologues remain the

most plausible evolutionary scenario, and they thereby

help generate functional hypotheses for many newly-

discovered genes.

This concept may be further refined to qualify the confi-

dence with which such inferences can be made, for

example, more confident hypotheses may be made for

universal single-copy orthologues than for orthologues

with multiple duplications and/or losses. Partitioning

the D. melanogaster gene set according to the universality

and duplicability of orthologues across 80 insect species

highlights a large fraction of mostly-universal, mostly-

single-copy orthologues and a second sizeable fraction

made up of Drosophila-specific, mostly-single-copy ortho-

logues (Figure 2b). These distributions of orthologues

demonstrate the dichotomy of gene evolution either

under ‘single-copy control’ or with a ‘multi-copy licence’

[59]. This suggests that gene dosage constraints likely

preserve most universal orthologues as single-copy genes

(‘single-copy control’), with only a few cases where re-

laxed copy-number restrictions seem to allow multiple

duplications in the majority of descendant lineages
www.sciencedirect.com
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(‘multi-copy licence’) (see figure 1B from [59]). Thus, at

least for the sizeable fraction of widespread orthologues

evolving under ‘single-copy control’, orthology offers

useful clues about gene function, while such clues are

generally less informative, or indeed completely lacking,

for lineage-specific or species-specific genes.

Conclusions
The catalogue of insect protein-coding genes has grown

substantially since the initial sequencing and annotation

of the D. melanogaster genome revealed the very first

insect gene set. Subsequent sampling of species from

across Insecta has allowed comparative genomics to ex-

plore the insect gene repertoire and broadly partition it

into an expected core of universally-present orthologues

and a diverse array of lineage-specific and species-specific

genes. Nevertheless, this maturing understanding of the

composition of the insect gene repertoire continues to be

refined, with new experimental evidence of transcription,

as well as from leveraging the power of comparisons across

multiple closely-related species. Importantly, such

approaches have also begun to catalogue the repertoire

of non-protein-coding genes, which seems to exhibit an

even more dynamic evolutionary history than that of

protein-coding genes. While ongoing efforts that extend

species sampling may make only relatively minor revi-

sions to the expected conserved core, they will undoubt-

edly detail new levels of taxonomically-restricted genes

and continue to uncover many novelties. With careful

considerations of gene evolutionary histories, orthology

helps to drive hypotheses about the functions of genes

from newly-sequenced genomes, but the most confident

inferences are generally limited to genes of the conserved

core. Beyond this core, experimental interrogation holds

the key to elucidating the roles of the genes most likely to

hold the secrets behind the countless evolutionary adap-

tations that have allowed insects to exploit almost all

ecological niches and become the most successful group

of animals on Earth.
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